The research aimed at a new layout wing-disk solar aircraft concept with several wings around the disc fuselage, select coordinates and variables adaptively for the new dynamic subject, and establish dynamic model, using blade element momentum theory and CFD value for correction. Design the flight control strategy and controller constraint relations, put forward the method of control allocation and manipulation, and use nonlinear dynamic inversion control method aimed at the transverse and longitudinal coupling, serious nonlinear characteristics, and adds integral element as a robust dynamic inverse control to deal with the poor performance of previous method, and simulate to validate the control design.
Introduction
Disk or saucer shaped aircraft is in form of culvert or rotor generally, with compact structure and high stiffness, is a significance reference for the design of solar aircraft. Ref [1] proposes a wing-disk solar-powered aircraft with several moderate aspect ratio wings arranged around the disk fuselage. The wings and fuselage can both provide lift while the overall rotation and forward flying. Propeller at the outer end of the wings is used to overcome the resisting moment. Height and position is controlled by changing the propeller thrust and rotary speed of the disc, and attitude is controlled by adjusting the aileron rudder deflection angle. Medium aspect ratio wings can provide better stiffness, the wing disc can also obtain larger laying area of solar photovoltaic component and load capacity, which is a new idea of layout for a solar powered aircraft.
Ref. [1] carry out overall design for the aircraft, put forward reasonable layout, size, weight and flight parameters included. The research proceeds dynamic modeling and control method, which is of great significance to flight mechanism research and the detail design of the new concept aircraft. The layout and flight mechanism of the wing-disk aircraft is shown in figure 1 . 
Dynamic Modeling

Coordinate System
It is necessary to select the appropriate coordinate system according to the characteristics of nearly axisymmetric and always rotating. Set O is center of gravity, established coordinate systems of ground OXdYdZd, body OXbYbZb and track OXhYhZh, and OXd is the initial heading, OXb is along a wing (wing number i=1) and outward positive, OXh is along the flight speed direction V, OZ is generally downward positive, OY is determined by the right hand rule, set L is coordinate transformation matrix.
According to the definition of generalized Euler angles, use the Cardan angle definition method, set the conversion between the ground coordinate system to the body of the coordinate system is passed around the shaft X, Y and Z, and the rotating roll angle φ, pitch angle θ and rotation angle ψ. The rotate angle ψ∈(0,∞) comprises two parts of information, ψ=J•2π+K is a natural number, where J reflects the number of the rotating, and increases during the flight, so K ∈ (0,2π). In addition, the inclination angle γ and azimuth χ of the track are defined generally.
Dynamics Equations
Expression in Vector
Ignore the ailerons and propellers, the aircraft can be regarded as a rigid body, the dynamic model is expressed as Equation (1-2).
where V is the speed of the aircraft, Ti for the pull of power equipped with wing number i, G is gravity, F is aerodynamic force. ω is the rotation speed in inertial system, MR is moment of the aerodynamic force relative center of gravity, MT is moment of the pull of power. I is matrix of inertia.
Expression in Coordinate system
According to the characteristics of the axisymmetric rotating motion, the movement of the center of mass in the ground coordinate system can be obtained as Equation 3. 
where Fdx, Fdy, Fdz are air force in ground coordinate system, Tidx, Tidy, Tidz are pull force of number i in ground coordinate system. It is necessary to take into account that the vehicle has characteristics of approximate axial symmetry, namely Ixy =Iyz = Ixz =0 and Iy=Ix, the rotation can be expressed in coordinate system. The Equation (4) as:
where Mbx, Mby, Mbz, are the moment of the force in the body coordinate system, MT is the moment of the force of the power in body coordinate system.
Model Integrating
According to the flight characteristics of aircraft rotation, choose three speed vx, vy, vz in ground coordinate system and three angular velocity p, q, r in body coordinate system to describe the vehicle instantaneous speed, with the roll angleφ, pitch angle θ and rotation angle ψ , all together 9 Euler angles to describe the status of aircraft flight. The aerodynamic analysis involves speed in body coordinate system u, v and w, velocity V and flight path angle χ and γ in conversion between coordinates, the above 6 can be regarded as intermediate variables, add 3 groups movement relationship appropriately. The Equation (5-7) are as follow:
Main Parameters
Aerodynamic Force
Ref [1] use blade element method and CFD simulation to get aerodynamic performance, blade element method mainly aims at the part of wings, CFD is effective on the whole, but the description is not detail enough, only used in disc body part. Namely, use different method for the rotor and disc body parts (subscript R, 0). The rotation of cruise flight is not too fast, use blade element method to carry out the aerodynamic analysis, and get lift dL, drag dD, and pitching moment dm of a blade element dx, and the lift dU, drag dQ and torque dM in the body coordinate system with integral. Rotor aerodynamic forces in body coordinate system can be expressed as Equation (8) 

where R is the radius of the fuselage, l is the length of wings. The above results needs to be fitted to the ground coordinate system before applied to the dynamic model. In body coordinate system, the lift force of each wing acts in X and Y directions, and the drag force acts in Z direction, so get the following moment. The Equation (9) as: 
Assuming that the projection of aerodynamic force in ground coordinates does not change violently, so the CFD analysis results [1] of disc fuselage can be set as linear fitting of typical numerical calculation, expressed in form of periodic piecewise function, while two intervals is divided in the research. The Equation (10) as:
where a, b, … h are fitting coefficients. In summary, the aerodynamic force in ground coordinate system and moment in body coordinate system can expressed as Equation (11) 0
Pull of Power
In body coordinate system, the pulling force of power devices can be expressed as Equation (12).
where κ is the angle between spanwise of the wing number i and the first wing. All pull force is in the plane of rotation of the aircraft, so the torque of the power device relative to the center of the disk is along the Z axis in body coordinate system, which can be expressed as Equation (13).
The representation of the pull force in ground coordinate system can be obtained by the coordinate transformation matrix.
Control method
Dynamic Inverse Control with Robust
Wing-disc aircraft similar to the spin satellite, gyro, spin missiles and so on, but the aircraft aerodynamic has characteristics of complex, transverse and longitudinal coupling, and serious nonlinear [2, 3] , the control law can be carried out with nonlinear dynamic inverse control method, and use robust dynamic inversion method to optimize [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The research aim at cruise flight, and set all the variables are observable, for multi nonlinear system, x is the state of the object parameters, F(x) and G(x) are vector and matrix of nonlinear functions, u is control. It can be expressed as Equation (14).

Which v is the expected dynamics, and v=ωc(xc-x), ωc is the bandwidth, xc is the desired state. Due to the poor robustness of the dynamic inversion method, a integral term can be added. The Equation (15) 

where ω′c is bandwidth coefficient of integral controller.
Control Strategy Analysis
Based on the analysis of the flight mechanism, changing the pull of power can influent the rotation, and realize height control. The pull increase and decrease periodically to overcome drag during flying, and realize the speed control. Adjustment of aileron deflection angle periodically is to realize lift balance and attitude control. In addition, the aileron rudder deflection jointly can also achieve height control, which can be used as auxiliary means to achieve position control.
Constraint relation of Control Quantity
The controller consists of 8 pull power and 8 rudder, all together 16 actuators. It is necessary to design a certain allocation, to get same dimension of input of control variables and state parameters, and use the dynamic inverse control method reasonably and effectively. Because the pull of power and rudder deflection change periodically is similar to trigonometric function, set the power device average value T0 as a basis, the pull of two wings in the relatively position increase or decrease same value to make full use of the difference. As Equation (16).
The aileron control can make the above pulling control as a reference. As Equation (17).
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In body coordinate system, the control quantity has its main control direction, T0 is for the rotation moment of the rotor, ΔT1, ΔT3 is for the horizontal force, Δδ1, Δδ3 is mainly related to the pitch and roll torque.
Structure of Control
It can be found in dynamic equation that the attitude angle  ,   and  is only related to p, q, r and attitude angle in body coordinate system, so the attitude angle cannot be controlled directly, and rotating is without control. Separate inner and outer ring of control, and put roll angle φ and pitch angle θ in the outer ring, and according to the given instructions, and make use of the relationship between dynamic attitude angle and angular velocity.
Trim Calculation
The control quantity in different rotated position in a given steady state of flight can be obtained by optimizing, and set derivative of speed, angular velocity and attitude angle to be 0 in body coordinate system. Set the equilibrium flight state to a height of 18km, the forward flight speed V=15m/s, the overall elevation angle is 2º. Namely, in the dynamic model set vx =15m/s, vy=0m/s, vz =0m/s, p=0rad/s, q=0rad/s, r=2.5133rad/s, (corresponding to n=0.4 revolution per second), φ=0º, θ=2º, ψ traversing from 0 to 2π. The optimal control is shown in figure 2 . 
Design of Control
The dynamic state quantity can be expressed as Equation (19). , , , , ,
In system input u, force acting on the body can be converted to the ground coordinate system, rudder deflection effect can make use of the following formula, wing force can be get by further integral. As Equation (20). 
MATEC Web of Conferences
where i=1, 2, …8. B is the relationship matrix between the input and the control quantity of the actual controller, which can be expressed as Equation (28) based on the control strategy. 
The formula is consistent with the state equation, and there is no nonlinear term, which can be used to inverse the relation directly.
Simulation Verification
According to engineering experience, the speed bandwidth is set to 0.8rad/s, the angular velocity bandwidth is set to 10rad/s, and the attitude angle bandwidth is set to 2rad/s. It is not difficult to verify that the dynamic inversion method can achieve good control. However, because the dynamic model is based on the blade element theory and CFD results, and there are simplifications and assumptions, and there is a certain gap between the given model and the real model. The wing-disc aircraft rotates to get lift, so the lift in body coordinate system is a key parameter to dynamic modeling, Increase force in Z direction of body coordinate system (i.e. decrease lift provided by wings) 5% gravity. In the cruise state, the instruction of x v is 1m/s step signal after 1s. The simulation results are shown in figure   3 . As can be seen from figure 3, there is static error in the velocity tracking and deviates from the trim state, The conventional dynamic inversion method cannot work well in case of model perturbation. In accordance with the robust dynamic inversion control method, the perturbation problem of the model is simulated, as shown in figure 4. As can be seen from figure 4, robust dynamic inversion method can achieve good speed tracking control, and other state variables are maintained at the given steady state. Robust dynamic inversion is a two order system, and overshoot appears in the tracking process, and increase the characteristic of dynamic.
Conclusion
